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Thanks to a flexible and adaptable board, 
the Valleys Planning Council has kept the 
ship afloat during the pandemic, and staff  
has managed to get up to speed on virtual 
meeting and work-from-home technologies, 
ensuring that we did not miss a beat since the 
new realities set in last spring. The county, 
too, has carried on, so there has been plenty 
to monitor and participate in on a daily basis. 
The office was overdue for a technology 
upgrade, so an investment in new computers 
and software was made in May, affording us 
all the tools needed for the new challenges.

Like many projects, our solar siting study 
got delayed a bit as our consultant, Chesa-
peake Conservancy, wrestled with increased 
demands and new work regimes, but we are 
happy to report that the study is completed, and the results should be of  keen interest to environmental-
ists, land use planners, and elected officials at the state and local level. The good news is that we have ample 
room to accommodate solar in the places where there is the most benefit and the least conflict. We can reach 
solar goals faster, create more jobs, help more low-income families, and achieve other efficiencies by steering 
projects to optimal solar sites. But we need a coordinated effort to make this happen. Policies similar to those 
adopted in New Jersey and Massachusetts are needed to avoid having farm, forest and other vegetated lands, 
that are serving other vital purposes, targeted as the first choice for solar panels. A summary of  study findings 
is included in this newsletter edition, and the full report can be found on the VPC website (www.thevpc.org).

We had a great virtual annual meeting in September, welcoming two new board members, Annie Darrow and 
Michele Naish. We also had an update on current issues and CZMP results and had a informative presenta-
tion by Justin Harrison, president of  the Baltimore County Farm Bureau. 

We are ready for a busy fall and are hoping for a solid finish to 2020, a year for which we won’t be sad to bid 
adieu! Thanks so much to our valued members for the incredible support during this unsteady year.

Willowdale Farm, owned by the Harrison family, utilizes cover crops, crop rotation, 
no-till and other practices to preserve and enrich valuable soils.

Executive DirectorPresident



Highlights of  VPC’s 2020 Virtual Annual Meeting
Rolling with the times, VPC held its first virtual annual meeting on September 15, 2020. 
Over 70 people tuned in, including several elected officials (Senators Shelly Hettleman 
and Chris West; Delegates Lisa Belcastro, Benjamin Brooks and Dana Stein; and 
Councilman Izzy Patoka). As part of  the business meeting, a slate of  returning board 
members was re-elected, and two new board members were unanimously approved. The 
VPC is delighted to welcome Annie Darrow and Michele Naish. 

Annie grew up in the Greenspring Valley and is living in the area again after a three-
decade stint in California. She runs her own company, Darrow Autism Advocates, and is 
passionate about land and historic preservation as well as efforts to improve waterways. 
She has had a special interest in the local Save Shawan initiative. Michele is a local real-
tor who lives on Longnecker Road with her husband, horses and dogs. She has a strong 
appreciation for VPC’s mission and helped make a success out of  a 2010 special project 
dealing with a large regional electric substation proposed on a property within the Piney 
Run Rural Legacy Area. Both Annie and Michele are great additions to the VPC board, 
and their willingness to serve is greatly appreciated. We look forward to seeing them at 
our December 8 board meeting.

The board also recognized departing board members Vicky Collins and Paul Wooden and 
noted that Don Kirson, while accepting a renewed term on the board, is stepping down 
from the executive committee. Board members typically put in many hours attending meetings and providing 
expertise on the myriad issues that arise, so those stepping away are to be commended for their service.

The VPC’s guest speaker this year was Baltimore County 
Farm Bureau president, Justin Harrison. He is a soil mi-
crobiologist, brewmaster, and manager of  the 200+-acre 
and multifaceted Willowdale Farm. He employs principles 
of  regenerative agriculture, aimed at improving soil health 
while reducing inputs such as fuel, fertilizer, chemicals, and 
labor. Integrating livestock into crop rotations has been 
successfully used to improve efficiencies in both crop and 
animal production at Willowdale.

In his remarks, Justin underscored the importance of  
good soil and noted the potential for farming techniques 

that help sequester carbon. He described no-till farming and the benefits of  this method over running a disc 
through the soil. No-till preserves soil structure and does not turn up the seed bank. Regenerative farming 
methods, such as no-till and integrated crop rotation, have allowed him to eliminate the use of  Roundup. 
Managing crops in a way that supports soil properties and soil structure helps the environment and may offer 
financial benefits in the future as the ability of  soil and farming techniques to enhance carbon sequestration 
are recognized. Justin reminded the audience that “soil” is not “dirt.” There are living organisms in soil that 
are essential to function and long-term soil health. Baltimore County is blessed to have a rural area rich in 
prime soils, which are becoming more important as population growth increases the demand for food, and 
severe weather patterns and conversion of  farmland present challenges in production.
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Annie Darrow

Michele Naish

Justin Harrison, Baltimore County Farm Bureau president, 
addresses the VPC annual meeting via Zoom.
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Solar Sites Available on Non-vegetated Land
Results are in from the Chesapeake Conservancy’s solar siting study prepared 
for VPC under a grant received from the Ludwig and Nancy Sternberger Chari-
table Foundation. The cutting-edge study confirms the hypothesis that there 
is ample space in the built environment to accommodate the county’s share of  
renewable energy generation. In fact, less than 7% of  the available “optimal” 
sites would be needed to fulfill Baltimore County’s portion of  the state’s solar 
carve out for renewable energy.

Based on current energy consumption rates, the study determined that Baltimore County would need to gen-
erate 1,057.5 GWh (gigawatt hours) to meet its share of  the state’s goal of  9,000 GWh from solar generation 
by 2030. The study identifies three types of  optimal sites in the already disturbed/built environment: parking 
lots, rooftops, and degraded lands. The total universe of  available sites in each category was first ranked and 
then reduced to include a subset of  available sites with the greatest potential to be solar-ready. The remaining 
sites were measured in acres and used to calculate the solar generation potential. Results are shown in the table 
below. While only a portion of  the optimal sites identified as having good solar potential may ultimately prove 
to be solar-ready, the study determined that less than 7% of  the optimal sites identified would be needed to 
reach the 2030 goal. In fact, it appears quite possible that goals could be reached using only rooftops. Only 
11% of  suitable rooftops identified would be needed to generate the 1,057 GWh needed from Baltimore 
County.

There is much to be gained from optimal solar siting. Baltimore County already has over 35,000 acres of  im-
pervious surfaces. While places to live, work, shop, and park are all needed, these surfaces contribute to issues 
driving environmental problems. Collocating solar panels on these sites addresses the need to decarbonize the 
electric grid without further degrading any additional open land that serves many other purposes. Optimal 
sites provide additional benefits: canopies allow electric cars to use sunny hours to recharge; rooftop solar 
is the primary job generator when it comes to solar, so more rooftop means the more skilled employment 
opportunity; closed landfills and superfund sites can have limited ability for reuse and often sit idle, but solar 
panels can put them back into productive use and back on tax rolls. 

The absence of  siting preferences in program guidelines and regulations means profit tends to be the main 
driver in project location. Like any form of  development, open land has great appeal. However, open lands 
are significant assets for food production, air and water quality, recreation, and habitat. They also contribute 
to carbon sequestration. Solar panels require a lot of  acreage, and the full costs of  transforming valuable land 
should be considered. Employing optimal solar siting is not only the best way to decarbonize the production 
of  electricity, but the most efficient way to provide jobs and share the benefits of  renewable energy.

VPC Solar Siting Study Results for Baltimore County
Optimal Solar Site Suitable Acres Potential Power 

Generation GWh/yr
% of Sites Needed to 

Reach State Goal
Parking 6,904 3,949 25%
Rooftop 14,405 9,762 11%
Degraded land 1,116 1,719 62%

Total 22,419 15,431 6.9%

Carbon sequestration or carbon 
dioxide removal is the long-term 

removal or capture of  carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere 

to slow or reverse atmospheric 
CO2 pollution and to mitigate or 

reverse global warming
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Among the many virtual meetings this summer 
were hearings on rezoning issues before the 
Baltimore County Planning Board and County 
Council. Of  the 40 issues filed in District 2 and 
the 64 issues filed in District 3, only a handful 
fell within the VPC’s 130-square-mile territory. 
A few outside the territory were also of  inter-
est. Perhaps the most contentious issue for our 
area was the rezoning proposed for the Boring 
Volunteer Fire Department. A change to a very 
intensive manufacturing zone (ML) was pro-
posed for a portion of  the property to accom-
modate a contract purchaser who intended to 
move a contracting business and storage yard to 
the vacant facility. 

Residents were apoplectic at the change in character this would introduce to the rural village along Old Ha-
nover Pike. Attempts were made at restrictive covenants, but no agreement was reached. Councilman Wade 
Kach ultimately changed the existing RC2 zoning on 3.93 acres to BL CR (Business Local with a Commercial 
Rural overlay), which seems a decent compromise given that similar zoning is found directly across the road. 
This zoning will not permit the contracting business, so it is not yet clear what the use will be at the site now 
that the fire company has merged with Upperco and vacated the Boring fire station.

2020 CZMP Summary

Outcome of  Key CZMP Issues in Districts 2 and 3
2-025 Zoning was changed on 6.19 acres from primarily BM (Business Major) with a CCC (Commercial Community Core)
 overlay to BR (Business Roadside). A more restrictive change to CB (Community Business) had been requested by 
 petitioner Deirdre Smith. (An intense mixed-use development was recently denied for this site due to insufficient sewer  
 capacity, and the zoning change was sought to ensure that future development would not exacerbate sewer issues.)

2-027 Existing DR 3.5 zoning was retained on 1.21 acres along Butler Road in the Glyndon Historic District. A petitioner had  
 requested a change to ML (Manufacturing Light) for a residentially-zoned property near the railroad bridge.

3-001 Existing RC7 zoning was retained on a 7.42-acre property on Western Run Road. The owner had requested a change to  
 RC2 in the hopes of  gaining an additional lot.

3-002 Friendly Farm Restaurant, located on a large farm on Foreston Road in Upperco, was granted a change in zoning on   
 9.78 acres. The acreage was changed from RC2 to BL as requested by the petitioner.

3-007 RC2 zoning was retained on 7.57 acres at 14313 Hanover Pike. The petitioner had requested a change to BM.

3-031 Zoning was changed from RC4 to BL on 0.25 acres of  Oregon Ridge Park along Shawan Road. This parcel has been   
 leased for many years to the Oregon Grille restaurant. This was probably the second most contentious issue in District 
 3, with the community, Nature Center, planning staff, and planning board all favoring retention of  the RC4 zoning. 

3-032 Zoning was changed on a portion of  the former Boring Volunteer Fire Department property at 14719 Old Hanover   
 Road. The zoning changed 3.93 acres of  RC2 to BL CR (Commercial Rural) instead of  the ML zoning requested.

In addition, more environmentally-protective zoning was added to portions of  four properties targeted for commercial solar 
arrays: 3-042 (18627 Falls Road); 3-051 (Frye Road and Hanover Pike); 3-058 (15637 York Road); and 3-060 (Emory Road and 
Hanover Pike). The solar projects were all opposed by local residents and organizations due to land use concerns.

Baltimore County’s CZMP Issues Map with Key Sites of  Interest Noted
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Land Use Issues on the Radar
Belfast and I-83 Interchange Lights: Residents and planning groups were blind sided when the State 
Highway Administration (SHA) recently started a project that would add 46 lights to I-83 and the ramps at 
the Belfast Road exit. This area is within the Western Run-Belfast Valley National Register Historic District 
and is surrounded by rural properties whose owners value the dark sky. Facing community outcry, SHA held 
an on-line briefing where they presented accident statistics and their reasoning for moving forward with the 
installation. Residents questioned the data, believing that the data showed that the Belfast intersection, despite 
the absence of  lights, has a better safety record than other lighted rural intersections. SHA is reviewing and 
revising the lighting plan and has promised new information in October. Anyone wishing to comment may 
e-mail SHA’s Cedric Ward: CWard@mdot.maryland.gov.

Broadband Service in Rural Baltimore County: With so many reliant upon the internet for school, work 
and entertainment during the pandemic, the push for improved broadband access in the rural area is front 
and center. The county is in the midst of  renegotiating its 10-year contract with Comcast and is pushing for 
improved terms, but the reality is that it will be several years before service reaches many parts of  the rural 
area. The county is applying for grants and expanding hotspots. Anyone with service issues can contact the 
county’s cable administrator, John Davis: broadband@baltimorecountymd.gov.

Holly Springs Solar on Falls Road: Earlier this year, the Baltimore County Board of  Appeals issued a stern 
and unanimous denial of  a request for a large solar array on a property at 18627 Falls Road, known as Holly 
Springs Wildlife Sanctuary. The denial was based on numerous factors including inconsistency with provisions 
of  the state’s community solar pilot program, and insufficient protection of  natural resources on the site. The 
petitioner filed a Motion to Reconsider, which was also denied, and has now filed an appeal in Circuit Court. 
With the strong opinion and the recent zoning change, it is unclear what path forward the petitioner sees, but 
the legal battle continues. Donations are especially needed for this special project.

Hunt Valley Baptist Church: As previously reported, HVBC sued Baltimore County claiming that zoning 
laws were discriminatory. In February 2020, the Federal Court granted HVBC’s motion for summary judg-
ment, ruling that the county’s zoning regulations violate the Equal Terms provisions of  RLUIPA (Religious 
Land Use and Incarcerated Persons Act). Over the summer, the Court held mediation sessions, but no settle-
ment was reached. There are now two possible paths forward:  a trial on the issue of  damages, or an alternate 
course where the Court would grant the county’s request to allow an immediate appeal to the Fourth Circuit 
Court. 

Stringtown Cell Tower Proposed: Verizon has renewed exploration of  a cell tower at the Gray & Son prop-
erty on Stringtown Road near Falls Road. In the past, Verizon has proposed a 120’ or higher tower, located on 
the high point of  the property – making it very visible from several vantage points within the Western Run-
Belfast Valley National Register Historic District. A recent balloon test was conducted at 100’ and discussions 
are forthcoming to determine community response and historic impacts.

Stemmer House: The Maryland Court of  Special Appeals recently delivered a mixed opinion on the peti-
tioner’s appeal of  the Baltimore County Circuit Court, which had denied the proposed 4-lot subdivision on a 
highly sensitive and historic Caves Road property known as Stemmer House. The case could go to the highest 
state court, Maryland Court of  Appeals, or may go back to square one with the Baltimore County Admin-
istrative Law Judge, where it has been ordered that the hearing officer must consider impacts to the historic 
district and cultural landscape. Special project donations for legal fees would be greatly appreciated.
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Valley Visionaries – The VPC’s New Legacy Society

The VPC has created the Valley Visionaries to recognize thoughtful friends and families who have included 
the Valleys Planning Council in their estate plans. By doing so, these generous individuals are creating an 
enduring legacy that ensures the beautiful and productive land they love will continue to be protected for 
future generations. One of  the newest members of  the Valley Visionaries is long-time VPC Board member 
Doug Carroll and his wife Deirdre Smith. Doug has deep roots in this region, and supporting the VPC with a 
bequest was paramount to him.

Dear VPC Members,

I congratulate the Valleys Planning Council on launching its planned giving initiative and creating the Valley 
Visionaries to recognize donors who include the VPC in their estate plans. This is something I have been 
a proponent of  for many years. Thus, I am happy to share with you that I have remembered the VPC with 
a bequest so that it can continue its work long after I am gone. I hope you and other VPC members and 
friends will consider doing the same. 

The Valleys Planning Council is in my blood.  My father was a founding member, and as a teenager, I grew 
up knowing the original Board. It was a very impressive group, to say the least.  It took vision and deter-
mination to create the VPC and fund The Plan for the Valleys in 1962. The work of  these founding board 
members laid the foundation for resource conservation, land preservation, and managed growth in north-
western Baltimore County—the principles which continue to guide the VPC and benefit us all to this day.

The VPC has had a huge impact on Baltimore County. It was there when the Urban Rural Demarcation 
Line (URDL) was created in the late sixties, resource conservation zoning was implemented in the sev-
enties, and Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation (MALPF) was funded in the eighties. 
The VPC supported the development of  these new initiatives and generated public support for them. 
Its success is really quite astounding when you consider that over 65,000 acres have been preserved with 
the VPC’s help and encouragement. It goes without saying that conservation easements and preservation 
of  open space are my great concerns.  In 1985 I put my farm under easement—one of  the first in the 
Greenspring Valley—and helped the VPC launch the Land Preservation Trust, which is today a separate 
and successful entity. All of  us associated with the VPC understand that zoning is temporary, but ease-
ments are permanent.

While land preservation continues to be a focus of  the VPC, it also wisely works to influence policy to 
protect its gains in resource conservation and land use planning. Its visionary approach continues with the 
funding of  ground-breaking environmental studies, like the Rural Roads Study, Climate Conditions and 
Associated Impacts, and the Optimal Solar Siting Study, to protect the quality of  life and livelihoods of  the 
region.

In making my bequest, I thought about what was most important to me. Throughout my life, it has been 
this place—rural Baltimore County—and Deirdre and I want to do everything we can to protect it.  Being 
a good steward of  the land is paramount.  By including the Valleys Planning Council in our estate plans, we 
can help to ensure that it will have the funds to fulfill its mission to protect the open spaces and rural tradi-
tions of  Baltimore County.  Please join us in this effort. 
        Most sincerely,
        Doug Carroll
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If  you have already included the Valleys Planning Council in your estate plans, you’ll find the Valley Visionar-
ies enrollment form on the VPC web site at www.thevpc.org. Please complete and return it to the VPC so that 
we may add you to the growing list of  members of  our new legacy society. If  you would like more information 
about making a bequest to the VPC, and the tax benefits it may offer, please contact Sally Ruppert, VPC 
Development Director, at 410-337-6877; visit our website; or contact your financial advisor.

Use your IRA to Make a Tax-exempt Gift to the VPC!
In the past, many charitably inclined people used their required minimum distribution (RMD) from their tradi-
tional IRA to make a qualified charitable distribution to their favorite non-profits such as the VPC. This year, 
under the CARES Act of  2020, individuals are not required to take a RMD from their IRA. Nonetheless, for 
some individuals, charitable contributions from IRAs are still a better way to make gifts than to use cash. 

To initiate a qualified charitable distribution (QCD), contact your IRA administrator for the correct name 
and address to send your request.  Distributions must be made by your IRA administrator directly from a 
traditional IRA account to the Valleys Planning Council at P.O. Box 5402, Towson, MD  21285 (Tax ID #52-
608161).  If  you want your distribution credited toward 2020, it is critical that you make your request several 
weeks before the end of  the year to ensure there is time for processing.

Another way to show your support for the Valleys Planning Council is to designate your remaining retirement 
plan assets to the VPC in your estate plans. By naming the VPC as a recipient of  some or all of  your IRA, 
401(k), 403(b) or other qualified plan, you can make a significant bequest to the VPC. Plus, naming the VPC 
as a qualified beneficiary for your retirement plan assets may also provide tax benefits for your estate and heirs.

More information can be found at www.thevpc.org., or by speaking with your financial advisor.

“If you care 
about something 
you have to 
protect it. If 
you’re lucky 
enough to find a 
way of life you 
love, you have to 
find the courage 
to live it.”   
  

John Irving



Yes, I want to protect Baltimore County’s agricultural, natural, 
historic, and scenic resources, and work to promote a balanced 

and rational use of the land for the benefit of present and future 
generations by becoming a VPC member at the following level:

  Executive ($10,000 & above)
  Steward ($5,000 to $9,999)
  Guardian ( $2,500 to $4,999)
  Preservationist ($1,500 to $2,499)
  Conservator ($500 to $1,499)
  Advocate ($150 to $499)
  Supporter ($35 to $149)

  
 
NameName____________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip______________________________________________
Phone____________________ email___________________________ 
  

The Valleys Planning Council Inc.
P.O. Box 5402, Towson, MD 21285-5402

410-337-6877    www.thevpc.org

The Valleys Planning 
Council is a 501 (c) (3)

tax-exempt 
organization.

Your donation is tax 
deductible to the fullest

extent allowed.
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